
Drought Forces Zambia to Start Power Cuts
By Matthew Hill and Taonga Clifford Mitimingi
Bloomberg

Zambia will start electricity-supply restrictions immediately after one of the worst droughts on record caused plunging 
water levels at the hydropower dams it relies on for almost all its supplies, the state-owned power utility said.

“In view of the power deficit, Zesco Ltd. intends to commence load management to restrict supply,” the company said 
in a notice dated May 17. It didn’t provide details as to how severe the shortage is, and will meet stakeholders from 
Wednesday to brief them on the deficit, according to the notice.

The electricity shortage will deal another blow to the economy of Africa’s second-biggest copper producer that’s already 
forecast to expand at the slowest pace in 21 years in 2019. Zambia is grappling with a mounting debt burden, a currency 
that’s the world’s second-worst performer this year, and tensions with the mining sector it relies on for more than 70% of 
its foreign exchange earnings. Copper producers including Vedanta Resources Ltd. and First Quantum Minerals Ltd. use 
more than half of Zambia’s electricity supply.

Water levels at the Kariba hydropower dam that straddles Zambia and Zimbabwe receded to 32% by May 20. At the same 
time last year, it was 77% full and still rising. Flows of the Zambezi river that feeds it are less than a quarter of what they 
were a year ago, and comparable to those in 1995-96, which were the lowest in 50 years of records, according to data 
from the two governments.

Zimbabwe also deepened power rationing this month partly because of the dropping water levels at Kariba, the biggest 
source of electricity for each of the neighboring countries.

G: A grim year ahead for power.  But the state of our economy seems pretty dire too.  
We have to diversify away from copper.   Our other potentially big industries are agriculture and tourism.

I was talking to a farmer the other day who told me that he thought that the biggest problem in the agriculture sector 
was keeping the cost of mealie meal low because it meant that the farmers found it uneconomic to plant, except 

Dear All

The Chelsea Flower Show in UK is the largest flower show in the world.  It was held last week.  Above is the South Africa 
entry - look at all those proteas!  
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for subsistence farmers.  I don’t suppose there is much that 
government will do about this as mealie meal is the staple food of 
the rural poor.

As for the tourism industry, I have written this so many times, I am 
tired of it.  For us in Livingstone, we know that tourism should be 
booming, but it isn’t.  Our luxury market does well but luxury tourists 
do not contribute much to the economy.  Many pay to large tour 
operators outside the country and only a portion of this is brought 
into Zambia.  This is how the tourism industry works worldwide and 
there is little we can do about this, unless with have Destination 
Management companies working in Zambia.  We don’t have many 
Destination Management companies in Zambia because of the cost 
of doing business here.  And, luxury clients fly-in stay in lodge and 
fly-out, without spending very much money locally.

For me, though, the biggest loss to our economy in Zambia is the self-drive market.  Livingstone should be full of 4x4s 
with families coming to enjoy our vast parks and good Zambian hospitality.  These people buy fuel, they buy groceries, 
they pay park fees, they stop at craft centres, museums.  Their money is not seen in one lump, like that of large 
businesses but spread around the country in small businesses.  So it is difficult to quantify and measure.  

I contribute to Tracks4Africa which is a forum for self-drive visitors around Africa.  Whenever there is a question on 
Zambia, I try to comment to encourage them.  However, whereas there have been loads of questions on Botswana, 
Namibia and South Africa, there have been very few about Zambia (and Zimbabwe).  I think, in the past year, there has 
only been about five questions about a visit to Zambia (about the same for Zimbabwe).  And, their main concerns have 
been the state of our borders at Sesheke, Victoria Falls and Kazungula.  And, of course, the state of the road between 
Sesheke and Livingstone.  Once the visitors get past these hurdles, they have a fantastic time with wonderful stories of 
their travels, but the memories of the border crossing always haunts them.  Those borders stop the majority - they prefer 
to stay in Botswana or Namibia.
I just do not understand why something can’t be done.  Surely, it is not so difficult or expensive?

Maize

Maize is not indigenous to Africa.  It was 
introduced by the Portuguese into Angola from 
one of their other colonies, Brazil.  It is thought 
to have arrived in the 1600s.  Maize took a while 
to be accepted by the people but, once it had, it 
contributed to the expansion of the Bantu people.  
Maize needed better and more soil than the usual 
carbohydrates like cassava.  Most Zambians now 
will say that they have not eaten all day unless 
they have had mealie meal!  It’s a good thing we 
are not in the 1500s.  



Strip roads
Andrew Hope to Zimbabwe & Rhodesia history 50 years or more back

GonareZhou goes ‘green’ to offset electricity challenges
http://www.cajnews.co.zw

One of Zimbabwe’s leading tourist attractions, the Gonarezhou National Park, has embraced solar energy in the wake of 
insufficient electricity supply in the Southern African country.

Park operators are making the most of the vast sunshine available, with the 5 000-square kilometre animal sanctuary 
located in one of the hottest regions.  The Lowveld, located in geographical region 5, is characterised by hot and sunny 
weather throughout the year.

“We are fast moving away from ZESA (Zimbabwe Electricity Supply Authority),” said Alvious Mpofu, Senior area manager 
at the park.
“In fact, at all our new lodges and guest houses that are under construction, we are going to use solar energy.” …

G: The photograph is from Peace Parks.  The river is the Save River.  

ZIMBABWE



Zimbabwe Blue Cross 

The MUTARE SPCA team have decided to go for it! THE BLUE 
CROSS IS ON, and we want to show the very people in the 
areas hit by CYCLONE IDAI that we have not left them. The 
landscape may be changed, the overnight spots may be new, 
but lets make those bookings into Chipinge and Chimanimani 
and let them know that we are coming and we will be staying in 
their accommodations.

G: This is walk, cycle, horse ride and motorbike race or just 5 
days in the wilds of Zim through the Eastern Highlands.  The 
scenery is beautiful.  It starts opposite Gonarezhou on the Save 
River (lowest point in Zim) and ends at Nyanga (the highest 
point in Zim). 



Homes & Property Newsletter, UK

A garden from an African women’s education charity “passionately” supported by the Duke and Duchess of Sussex has 
won gold at the Chelsea Flower Show.

The CAMFED garden, recreating a rural Zimbabwean classroom surrounded by crops such as beans and sweet potatoes 
in a landscape of red soil, was awarded a coveted gold medal in the “Space to Grow” category by judges from the Royal 
Horticultural Society.

Former telecoms executive Miranda Curtis, who chairs Camfed’s board of trustees, said she was “over the moon”.

“I didn’t think in a million years we would get gold with such a small budget and a first-time designer at Chelsea,” she said. 
…

COLLARING LIONS TO PREVENT CONFLICT WITH PEOPLE
Victoria Falls Wildlife Trust

Just recently our team led by our Wild and Research 
manager Roger Parry successfully managed to 
replace a GPS collar on a lioness in the Victoria Falls 
area. The old GPS collar had stop giving us data and 
need to be replaced.

The data from the collar gives us extremely reliable 
data in understanding lion movements and social 
behaviors in the area especially in relation to human-
wildlife conflict. This data helps us to target our 
conflict management, preventing livestock mortality 
and in turn, protecting lions from being killed



NRZ Reintroduce “Stimela Star” A Vic Falls-
Hwange Transfer Premier Class Coach
Pindula

NRZ has relaunched a refurbished coach for Hwange 
Vic Falls transfers. The Stimela Star, a private over-
night train, travels between Victoria Falls and Hwange 
National Park. The train is owned by NRZ but run by 
a group of tourist organisations.  …

Local firm wins international recycling award
Newsday

Victoria Falls Recycling has received international recognition, winning an award at a leading travel show “We Are Africa” 
held in Cape Town recently.

The “We Are Africa Innovation Awards” celebrate the best in independently-minded, brilliantly-executed travel ideas, and 
Victoria Falls Recycling won the Engage Africa award, which recognises community collaboration to build a more united 
Africa.

Africa Albida Tourism (AAT) chief executive Ross Kennedy, whose hospitality group launched Victoria Falls Recycling a 
year ago said: “Recognition of projects such as Victoria Falls Recycling by industry peers and independent judges always 
enhances the accolade and pride for the dedicated people involved.”

Kennedy commended conservationist Charlene Hewat, the driving force behind the project, together with AAT group 
operations manager Andy Conn and the Victoria Falls Recycling team for the recognition.
 
“The next stage is to build a new recycling centre on land provided by Victoria Falls Municipality, where a retail outlet will 
also be set up, to sell products created from recycled waste,” he said.
“We are immensely proud to be involved in the founding, funding and operation of Victoria Falls Recycling.”

In a statement, AAT said since Victoria Falls Recycling was launched in March last year, in partnership with Greenline 
Africa, the Victoria Falls Municipality and PetrecoZim, it has collected and baled more than 24 tonnes of waste – paper, 
plastics, glass, kaylite, cans and packaging – for recycling. …



BOTSWANA
Botswana lifts ban on elephant hunting
BBC

Botswana has lifted a ban on elephant hunting, citing growing conflict between humans and the animals, which at times 
destroy crops.  Critics of the ban, imposed in 2014, say the restriction was causing problems to small farmers and to 
those who previously benefited from hunting. ...

The decision is likely to trigger an angry reaction from conservationists, who believe the move is political.  It could also 
damage the country’s international reputation for conservation and affect its revenues from tourism, the second largest 
source of foreign income after diamond mining. ...

President Mokgweetsi Masisi set up a committee last June to review the ban imposed by his predecessor Ian Khama in 
2014. In February, the committee recommended allowing hunting again.

“The number and high levels of human-elephant conflict and the consequent impact on livelihoods was increasing,” the 
Ministry of Environment, Natural Resources Conservation and Tourism said in a statement.
“Predators appear to have increased and were causing a lot of damage as they kill livestock in large numbers,” it added, 
saying it would ensure that the “re-instatement of hunting is done in an orderly and ethical manner”. …

City acts as taps dry up
The Namibian

The Windhoek municipality will use the police to enforce strict water-saving initiatives as from July this year.  Law-
enforcement agents will be called upon to impose fines and disconnect supplies for non-compliant residents. …

Windhoek municipality’s chief executive officer, Robert Kahimise, yesterday said the water scarcity situation in the capital 
has now been declared as a “severe scarcity”, or put in category D.

He stated that the deteriorating water situation in Windhoek had been influenced by several factors, including the drought 
and the reduced supply from NamWater.

From this month, the national bulk water supplier will only supply Windhoek with slightly more than 163 000 m3 (cubic 
metres), down from about 380 000 m3 of the city’s demand of 539 000 m3 per week.

NAMIBIA



Activists Puncture Big Hydro’s Attempted Greenwash in Paris
International Rivers

There is no defensible way to continue damming the world’s rivers.

That was the message that a powerful uprising of individuals, NGOs and social movements delivered to the World 
Hydropower Congress last week.

This year’s Congress was ground zero for an aggressive greenwashing campaign by the hydropower industry. Salivating 
over an anticipated bonanza of climate finance, the industry is engaged in a desperate bid to recast itself as green in 
hopes to cash in as governments begin the transition to a low-carbon energy future.

Their only problem? The legion of scientists, activists and affected people who know better. Many of them gathered in 
Paris to host an alternative conference on Monday, May 13, a day before the official World Hydropower Congress began. 
They followed their day of meetings with a high-profile protest right outside the Congress entrance for its opening the next 
day. …

The alternative conference drew a rich and diverse crowd of participants, including three leaders of the Munduruku 
indigenous people from the Brazilian Amazon, and Jeff Opperman of WWF, lead author of a report released that day 
entitled Connected and Flowing: A renewable future for rivers, climate and people. The report asserts that the world 
can meet its climate and energy goals without damming the world’s remaining free-flowing rivers, which a recent study 
showed are dwindling fast. 

At the parallel conference, participants launched a joint declaration on the “False Promises of Hydropower: Why 
Hydroelectric Dams will Not Deliver the Paris Climate Agreement and the UN Sustainable Development Goals,” signed 
by some 250 civil society organizations from over 70 countries. The declaration points out hydropower’s long and well-
studied track record as a biodiversity-killing, climate-warming menace associated with human rights violations, and 
includes a call for action that includes a halt to funding for new dam projects through the Climate Bonds Initiative and 
Green Climate Fund. …

…  By every metric, hydropower is a losing technology. It has an abysmal record on human rights. Its reservoirs are the 
largest source of human-caused methane emissions. And it’s is one of the biggest culprits behind the precipitous drop in 
freshwater species populations in the last three decades.

Dams even threaten fully one-quarter of the planet’s World Heritage sites. …

And yet the industry, which has faltered in recent years with the ascendance of cleaner, safer and faster-to-build wind and 
solar power, still wants a piece of the low-carbon pie.

But the most important thing is to hear from those who know best the havoc and destruction hydropower projects bring: 
Dam-affected people themselves. They are locked out of the government offices and boardrooms where these decisions 
are made, and left to suffer the consequences. Members of the Munduruku, a tribe indigenous to the Amazon, came to 
Paris to speak their truth, and they did. Their very presence refuted the dam industry’s deception that it’s a “green” or 
“sustainable” industry.
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EXCHANGE RATES
US$1 K13.05

P10.74
Nam$14.40
Zim$7.98

WEATHER
Min Temp Max Temp

12°C (54)  26°C (79)

Have a good two weeks 

Gill

A SMILE

It’s jumper weather


